GWINNETT COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Georgia RACE to the TOP
GWINNETT COUNTY SCHOOLS
LEA SCOPE OF WORK
“Georgia’s bold vision is to equip all Georgia students, through effective teachers and leaders and through creating the
right conditions in Georgia’s schools and classrooms, with the knowledge and skills to empower them to 1) Graduate
from high school; 2) Be successful in college and/or professional careers, and 3) Be competitive with their peers
throughout the United States and the world.”
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Executive Summary: Gwinnett County Schools Project Overview and System Background

Gwinnett County Public Schools (GCPS) is a premier school system. In fact, it is a two-time finalist for the Broad Prize for Urban Education (2009
and 2010), winning the prize on October 19, 2010, designating it as the nation’s top urban school district. What distinguishes the school system from
others are a strong curriculum; the finest teachers in the profession; attractive, well-equipped, and modern facilities; plus an enviable level of parental
involvement and community support. Gwinnett County Public Schools, located in the metro Atlanta area, is the largest school system in Georgia and
continues to grow. The school district is serving more than 161,000 students in the 2010-11 school year. In fact, one of every five Gwinnett County
residents is a GCPS student.
There is clear alignment between the reform focus areas in Race to the Top and the GCPS initiatives that have long been a part of the school district’s
success story.
•

GCPS has been a state and national leader in establishing a standards-based curriculum and in improving how student learning is assessed.

•

GCPS has instituted effective practices to recruit, prepare, reward, and retain the highest-quality teachers and leaders.

•

GCPS has a rich history of using data to drive instructional decisions and of building data systems that support students, teachers, and leaders.

•

GCPS does not have any schools designated as “low achieving,” but the district is committed to continuous improvement of its schools and
instructional programs.

The RT3 partnership with the state is a perfect fit for Gwinnett County Public Schools. The district’s initiatives and priorities were identified before
the advent of RT3. With the RT3 grant, however, GCPS will be able to move more quickly in implementing its planned improvements. In addition,
this partnership allows Georgia’s largest school district to be at the table as state and federal policy is made that will affect students, teachers, and the
school system as a whole.
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The RT3 focus areas align well with GCPS’ initiatives and priorities:

Gwinnett County citizens highly value the important role education plays in building a thriving, global community and strongly support the school
system’s pursuit of excellence. Outstanding teachers, involved parents, and a supportive community are key elements in the district’s quest to
become a system of world-class schools.
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District Fast Facts:
Projected Student Enrollment: over 161,000
Demographics (5/2010)
American Indian: 0.4%
African American: 28.6%
Asian American: 10.3%
Hispanic: 25.3%
Multiracial: 3.8%
White: 31.6%
% Eligible for Free and Reduced-Price School Lunch: 49.89%
% Served in Special Education: 11.9%
% Designated as English Language Learners: 16.1%
FY11 Annual Budget: $1.76 billion
# of Facilities: 130
Elementary Schools: 77
Middle Schools: 25
High Schools: 19 (including Phoenix HS)
Additional Educational Facilities: 9
Student Performance
•
•
•
•
•
•

# of 2009-10 Graduates: More than 8,500
% of graduates planning to attend college/postsecondary schools: 90%
Total scholarship amount earned by Class of 2010: More than $105.3 million (not including the HOPE Scholarship
# of Advanced Placement courses taken by 2009-10 seniors: 11,304
# of honor graduates: 1,890
SAT 2009-10: GCPS average: 1532; Seniors taking SAT: 74%
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Vision, Mission, Strategic Goals:
GCPS’ Vision: What we aspire to be…
Gwinnett County Public Schools will become a system of world-class schools where students acquire the knowledge and skills to be successful as
they continue their education at the postsecondary level and/or enter the workforce.
GCPS’ Mission: Why we exist, our core business…
The mission of Gwinnett County Public Schools is to pursue excellence in academic knowledge, skills, and behavior for each student, resulting in
measured improvement against local, national, and world-class standards.
GCPS’ Strategic Goals: The plan for achieving our mission…
And we’ve adopted Strategic Goals for the school system that clearly connect to the vision and mission—the “world-class” status we intend to
achieve.
Gwinnett County Public Schools will…
• Ensure a world-class education for all students by focusing on teaching and learning the Academic Knowledge and Skills (AKS) curriculum.
• Ensure a safe, secure, and orderly environment for all.
• Optimize student achievement through responsible stewardship of its financial resources and the proactive pursuit of all resources necessary to
meet current and future demands.
• Recruit, employ, develop, and retain a workforce that achieves the mission and goals of the organization.
• Meet the continuing and changing demand for essential information through technological systems and processes that support effective
performance and desired results.
• Provide and manage the system’s facilities and operations in an exemplary manner as determined by programmatic needs and best management
practices.
• Apply continuous quality improvement strategies and principles as the way the organization does business.
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Strategic Priorities for 2010–2020
Introduction
Gwinnett County Public Schools is known to be a high-performing school district that provides a quality and effective education for every student.
To sustain our record of success we must continuously review where we are and envision what the organization must be in the future if we are to be
successful in educating and preparing our students for the demands of the 21st century. That is why we spent the past year-and-a-half asking
ourselves and our stakeholders, “What should Gwinnett County Public Schools be like in the next decade?”
The Strategic Priorities for 2010-2020 outline the qualities and characteristics our employees and stakeholders believe are desirable for 10 major
components of the school district. Each component is either a direct responsibility of the district or can be influenced by the attitudes and actions
of those within the organization. We believe that pursuing these attributes will move us closer to realizing our vision of being a system of worldclass schools.
Our success depends upon the support of the people employed by the district and those served by it. The Strategic Priorities will play a
significant role in guiding the school district’s work—now and 5 to 10 years forward—and will encourage all stakeholders to do their part in
helping the district realize its vision.
Students
As engaged learners, our students will reach their full learning potential. They will be critical thinkers, creative problem-solvers, and effective
communicators. What they experience as Gwinnett students will encourage their growth as curious, analytical, imaginative, and adaptable learners.
They will take responsibility for their own learning, achievement, and behavior, making the most of opportunities in Gwinnett schools. Students will
demonstrate high levels of character, taking pride in their school, community, and country. They will understand that America’s greatness is built
upon three things… our form of government—a representative democracy; how we do business—our free-enterprise system; and how we educate
our people—our system of public education. They will develop leadership and teamwork skills, preparing to be successful American Citizens who
function effectively in a global economy. Students will graduate with the knowledge, skills, and expertise to succeed in college, work, and life in the
21st century.
Employees
Gwinnett County Public Schools’ employees—teachers, administrators, and support personnel— will be committed to high expectations for
student learning and will take responsibility for the results achieved. They will be caring, dedicated professionals who embrace lifelong learning,
continuous improvement, and professional growth. Their effective use of data and information will improve teaching and learning and their own job
performance. Employees will exhibit the highest ethical standards and will expect the same from their co-workers, students, and the school district.
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Staff will work collaboratively across grade levels and across divisions to benefit students and the organization. They will be champions for all
children and passionate advocates for strong public schools, believing public education is essential to America’s prosperity. School district
employees will respect the differences and build on the rich diversity found within our student body, our workforce, and our community. All
employees will recognize how their daily work makes a difference in the lives of students and has a positive impact on the future of Gwinnett
County, our state, and our nation. Employees who perform at high levels will be rewarded and recognized for their contributions to the district’s
success.
Parents and Guardians
As partners with the school, parents/guardians of Gwinnett students will support their children’s education. They will be engaged with their
children and teachers to optimize teaching and learning at school and in the home. They will reinforce high expectations for learning and behavior
and will share accountability for their children’s success at school. Families will encourage personal responsibility, regular attendance, and a strong
work ethic. They will routinely communicate with teachers and the school, sharing information, concerns, and ideas. Parents and guardians will be
well-informed about their school’s direction and initiatives, as well as those of the district. As a result, they will exhibit high levels of support for
their schools and confidence in Gwinnett County Public Schools as a school system of choice.
Governance and Leadership
Beginning with the School Board and superintendent governance team, leaders at all levels in Gwinnett County Public Schools will be passionate
about the district’s vision, mission, and goals. They will embrace the Board’s core beliefs and commitments and act accordingly in making decisions
that affect students. Leaders will focus on results, particularly as they relate to students, and will value accountability. They will lead by example,
energize others, and execute plans that turn vision into reality. Those who govern and those who lead will continually improve their own
performance and increase the capacity of those with whom they work. They will promote a performance culture that helps others see how their work
contributes to teaching and learning. They will encourage flexibility and innovation while setting high standards for their work and exhibit integrity
and ethical behavior at all times. Leaders will ensure organizational coherence so that all aspects of the district support teaching and learning.
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Gwinnett County Public Schools’ core business is teaching and learning with an emphasis on learning. Curriculum, instruction, and assessments will
be rigorous, integrated, and aligned. Innovative and challenging learning activities will be student-centered and designed for collaboration and
flexibility. Proven, research-based Quality-Plus Teaching Strategies and appropriate technology will be used to engage students and to tailor
instruction for different learners and learning styles. In meeting the needs of all students, schools will accelerate instruction not only for students who
excel but also for those who are academically behind. Reading, writing, and mathematics— the foundations of learning— will be integrated into all
content areas including languages, arts, sciences, and technology. In addition, Gwinnett’s curriculum will emphasize development of media,
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technology and information-processing skills. A variety of assessments that are appropriate, timely, and ongoing will be employed as essential tools
for measuring academic progress, evaluating performance, and guiding instruction. Teachers will use data to improve instruction and to increase
academic achievement for each student. Continuous improvements in curriculum, instruction, and assessment will help students develop the skills
required for success in a changing, competitive, global environment.
Facilities and Operations
The school system will look beyond today’s classroom to provide learning environments for tomorrow’s students, including alternative, nontraditional, and specialized academic programs. Schools will be designed, organized, and managed to allow the flexibility needed to serve students
best. Our facilities will have the infrastructure and technological resources to advance teaching and learning. We will employ best practices in
operations management, ensuring that buildings, grounds, and athletic facilities are safe, secure, attractive, energy-efficient, and well-maintained.
Additionally, the school system will provide safe, reliable, efficient, and cost-effective transportation services. Using state-of-the-art design and
construction techniques, innovative operational strategies, and conservation principles, we will continually improve our facilities and operations.
Financial Stewardship
The school district will be a responsible steward of taxpayers’ money while providing the necessary resources to support world-class teaching and
learning. We will continue to manage our financial resources through a transparent management system that meets or exceeds the highest standards
in accounting and financial reporting. As a result, confidence will be high among citizens, financial institutions, and the agencies that regulate the
district’s fiscal operations. Budget decisions will be made with a long-term perspective to help ensure the district has adequate funds to meet both
current and future needs. We will wisely use our limited financial resources while also pursuing additional sources of revenue. The school system
will employ proven business practices and procedures at all times to ensure it meets the public’s highest standards for accountability, integrity, and
trust.
Information Management and Technology
Technology will permeate the education of Gwinnett’s learners. Digital tools will expand the walls of the classroom, fostering collaboration and
nurturing creativity and innovation in students and teachers. Appropriate technological tools and resources that are part of students’ everyday, mediarich lives will be incorporated into the school day, making learning real and relevant to a student population that has never known a world without
sophisticated technology. The district will provide a robust online environment to meet the evolving needs of students and staff and will promote
safe, responsible use of technology. Employees will have the technology-based knowledge, skills, training, and tools they need to be effective in their
jobs. Innovative technology will facilitate teaching and learning, enhance communication, strengthen the link between school and home, and ensure
operational and analytical excellence in the day-to-day operations of the school system.
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Communication
The school district will promote open, honest, reliable, two-way communication that builds trust and confidence within the school community. We
will share accurate, timely, and relevant information with stakeholders through appropriate communication vehicles. We will be committed to public
engagement so that students, parents, staff, and community members will be well informed and able to provide meaningful input regarding district
issues. The school district will overcome communication challenges such as those associated with growth, language differences, and access to
technology. Communication will promote and reinforce the school system’s reputation, conveying a clear and compelling story of our instructional
and operational success. Effective communication will be everyone’s responsibility.
Public Image and Community Pride
The school system will be a source of community pride and a major factor in the economic vitality of the county. The public will regard Gwinnett
County Public Schools as the school system of choice, worthy of support and confidence. The district will attract new residents and employers, as
well as new employees, with its reputation as a system of world-class schools. The school system will earn the trust of taxpayers through effective
management of its financial, physical, and human resources. Our schools belong to the public. Therefore, the entire community has a stake in our
success and will be supportive of our schools and the district. Good schools build good communities, and good communities sustain good schools.
Gwinnett schools will benefit from a wide variety of business and community-based partnerships. In turn, our employees and students will contribute
to the county’s quality of life through their involvement in the community.
Conclusion
The Strategic Priorities for 2010–2020 help form the foundation for the school district’s strategic direction. They lead us to set goals that move us
closer to realizing our vision of becoming a system of world-class schools. They drive continuous improvement in the district so that it is the learning
organization it must be to succeed in a changing and competitive world. They keep us focused on our core business – teaching and learning – so we
prepare today’s students to take their place as tomorrow’s leaders and successful citizens in the 21st century. Most importantly, the Strategic
Priorities help ensure Gwinnett County Public Schools will do its part in building a better, stronger Gwinnett County… one whose citizens value
public education and the rich heritage and culture of America.
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STANDARDS AND ASSESSMENTS
Section (B)(3) – Supporting the Transition to Enhanced Standards and High-Quality Assessments
To ensure that Georgia students graduate from high school college and career ready, the state will implement the Common Core Georgia
Performance Standards and use a series of formative and benchmark assessments to build capacity and help educators improve their instruction.
The LEA agrees to implement the GaRT3 Standards and Assessments Plan. Specifically, the LEA will:
1) Implement the Georgia Performance Standards (GPS) faithfully until rollout of Common Core Georgia Performance Standards
(CCGPS)
a. Use Georgia’s GPS-aligned frameworks in core academic subjects
b. Provide professional development to teachers on how to use GPS-aligned frameworks in core academic subjects
c. Track fidelity of implementation by including and rating teachers on a category such as “teaching to standards” in the state’s
qualitative (rubrics-based) teacher evaluation tool

Please insert budgets as appropriate.
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GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)
Review and model use of GPS frameworks in
Math/Science K-12 monthly staff development,
(Math Director; Science Director)

Review and model use of GPS frameworks in
Language Arts through ongoing Vision for
Literacy staff development (Language Arts
Director)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation
August 2010 – March 2011
800 elementary, 200 middle
school, and 100 high school
teachers participating as
representatives for their
schools.

Budget

Teachers serving as school
representatives will facilitate
collaborative sessions at their
schools on the use of the GPS
frameworks in Math/Science
K-12.
September 2010 –March 2011
400 elementary, 100 middle
school, and 25 high school
teachers participating as
representatives for their
schools.
Teachers serving as school
representatives will facilitate
collaborative sessions at their
schools on the use of the GPS
frameworks in Language Arts
K-12.
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Fund Source

Fiscal Year
FY 2011

FY 2011

Review and model use of GPS frameworks in
Social Studies through curriculum meetings
and Building Literacy through Social Studies
(Social Studies Director)

Provide direct access to frameworks through
active links on all district core academic area
communication center websites (Four Core
Curriculum Directors; Exec. Director of Staff
Development)

Update staff development plans for 2011-2012
school year based on GPS framework revisions
(Four Core Curriculum Directors; Exec.
Director of Staff Development)

August 2010 – May 2011
200 elementary, 65 middle
school, and 50 high school
representatives for their
schools. Follow-up: Teachers
serving as school
representatives will facilitate
collaborative sessions at their
schools on the use of the GPS
frameworks in Social Studies
K-12.
Fall 2010 - Summer 2011

Summer 2011
Communication Center
websites links updated as
needed.
Include GPS framework
revision plans in the district
professional development plan
outlined in the CLIP.
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FY 2011

FY 2011/FY
2012

FY 2011/FY
2012

Identify and model best practices in use of GPS
frameworks in summer Mathematics Institute
and Literacy Institute for K-12 teachers (Math
Director; Language Arts Director)

Summer 2011
Math Institute for Summer
2011 is planned for
approximately 725 teachers. A
follow-up extension is
planned for September and
October.

FY 2011/FY
2012

Summer Literacy Institute is
planned for 2011 for
approximately 1000 teachers.
Identify and model best practices in use of GPS
frameworks in summer Building Literacy for
Social Studies summer training for K-12
teachers (Social Studies Director)

Summer 2011

Identify and model best practices in the use of
the GPS frameworks during the Science Staff
Development Training Program (Science
Director)

Summer 2011

Approximately 130
participants anticipated;
participants will provide redelivery throughout the year
in local school.

800 elementary schools, 200
middle schools, and 100 high
schools teachers anticipated as
representatives for their
schools. Teachers serving as
school representatives will
facilitate collaborative
sessions at their schools on
the use of the GPS
frameworks.
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FY 2011/FY
2012

FY 2011/FY
2012

Review and model use of GPS frameworks in
Math/Science K-12 monthly staff development
(Math Director; Science Director)

Review and model use of GPS frameworks in
Language Arts through ongoing Vision for
Literacy staff development (Language Arts
Director)

August 2011 – March 2012
800 elementary, 150 middle
and 80 high school
participants anticipated.
Opportunities provided for
teachers to use the
frameworks and provide
feedback/suggestions for
implementation throughout
the year via a web page and
Elluminate sessions.
September 2011 – March
2012
400 Elementary, 75 middle
and 25 high school teachers
anticipated; will participate in
discussion and examination of
frameworks and how they fit
with our balanced literacy
model of instruction.
Instructors and attendees will
develop a timeline for
implementation of each piece
of the frameworks based on
alignment with our
instructional calendars.
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FY 2012

FY 2012

Review and model use of GPS frameworks in
August 2011 – May 2012
Social Studies through curriculum meetings
and Building Literacy in Social Studies training 200 elementary, 65 middle
(Social Studies Director)
and 50 high school teachers
anticipated. Participants will
redeliver at their schools and
attend bi-annual meetings for
cross-curricular training.

FY 2012

2) Support the State in future rollout and implementation of CCGPS
a. Align professional development programs at the LEA to include professional development on the CCGPS and effective delivery of
new standards
b. Track fidelity of implementation by including and rating teachers on a category such as “teaching to standards” in the state’s
qualitative (rubrics-based) teacher evaluation tool
Please insert budgets as needed.

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)
Review of current district curriculum to
determine alignment with CCGPS and
propose needed revisions through district
annual curriculum review process (GEMS
Oversight). (Four Core Curriculum
Directors)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation
Fall 2011 - District
survey of proposed
revisions.

Budget

February 2012 –
Gwinnett Educational
Management System
(GEMS) Oversight
Committee reviews and
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Fund Source

Fiscal Year
FY 2012

validates proposed
revisions.
March 2012 – Proposed
revisions presented by
CEO/Superintendent to
Gwinnett BOE for
adoption.
Align district curriculum resources (i.e.,
instructional calendars, lesson plans,
assessments) to CCGPS (Four Core
Curriculum Directors)

Summer 2012Curriculum resources
(calendars, lesson plans)
available online

FY 2012 – FY
2013

SY 12-13:
Communicate new and
revised resources to
school leaders and
teachers via curriculum
meetings.

Identify gaps in instructional
materials/textbooks and develop timeline,
budget requirements, and processes for
addressing gaps (Four Core Curriculum
Directors; Instructional Materials Director)

January 2012 – FY13
Budget development
submission
March 2012 – Materials
review process
communicated
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FY 2012 – FY
2013

Design staff development opportunities in
Language Arts and Mathematics for
“transition” standards for 2012-13
(Language Arts Director; Math Director)

Summer 2011

FY 2011 – FY
2012

Review Literacy Standards in Science with
teachers, during Science K-12 regularly
scheduled staff development throughout
school year; plan for implementation of
standards in 2012-13. (Science Director)

August 2011 - April
2012

FY 2012

Review Literacy Standards in History with
teachers during Building Literacy through
Social Studies regularly scheduled staff
development throughout school year; plan
for implementation of standards in 2012-13.
(Social Studies Director)

August 2011 – April
2012

FY 2012

Review Literacy Standards in Tech Ed with
teachers during Technical Education
program regularly scheduled staff
development throughout school year; plan
for implementation of standards in 2012-13.
(Technical Education Director)

August 2011 – April
2012

FY 2012

Provide staff development to teachers K-12
for “transition” standards to be implemented
in 2012-13 through Math K-12 monthly
training and Vision for Literacy training
(Language Arts Director; Math Director)

August 2011 – March
2012

Face-to-face and
virtual delivery
models.
Examples of
anticipated
“transition”
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FY 2012

standards:
Math - concepts
of volume and
estimation of
area of polygon
currently taught
in grade 5 GPS,
moving to grade
3 under CCGPS;
to be taught in
grades 3, 4, and
5 in 2012-13

Evaluate need for ongoing staff development Ongoing
based on timeline of phased-in
implementation of CCGPS for school years
2012-13 and 2013-14 (Four Core Curriculum
Directors)

Language Arts
– introduce uses
of nouns, verbs,
interrogatives,
and prepositions
currently in
grade 1 GPS,
moving to grade
K under
CCGPS; to be
taught in grades
K and 1 in
2012-13
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Evaluate need for revisions to district
formative assessments based on phased-in
implementation of CCGPS for school years
2012-13 and 2013-14 (Exec. Director of
Assessment and Accountability; Four Core
Curriculum Directors)

Ongoing

3) Commit to an assessment plan aligned to state standards, and use assessment results to inform curriculum, instruction and individual
interventions.
a. Implement systematically the state’s system of formative and benchmark assessments
b. Put in place or maintain a system to track, analyze, and use assessment results
c. Collaborate with the state to provide professional development to teachers on how to use formative, benchmark and summative
assessments data to modify instruction and to boost student learning

OTHER LEA ACTIVITIES SUPPORTING STANDARDS AND ASSESSMENTS
Section (B)(3) – Supporting the Transition to Enhanced Standards and High-Quality Assessments

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)
2 and 3

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)
Funding for the development and/or
administration of assessments not currently
funded and/or administered by GCPS

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation
Implementation timeline
will depend on the
State’s plan for
development of
assessments.

Budget
$1,132,448 per
year

Fund Source
RT3
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Fiscal Year
FY 2011 to FY
2014

The State will:
ACTION
1)

Perform precision review to determine adjustments to current assessments necessary to test common core standards and prepare for
implementation of the common core assessment.

2)

Re-evaluate, reorganize and improve existing resources on www.georgiastandards.org in preparation for the CCGPS to ensure that
the frameworks, formative assessment items and core units needed by educators are in place and that educators and the public know
about them.

a)

Engage existing Academic Advisory Committee comprised of subject experts and agency representatives in determining content for the
website.

b)

Survey teachers to determine usefulness of resources and the extent to which teachers find the information accessible and useful.

3)

Ensure fidelity of standards implementation by supporting LEAs in delivering appropriate professional learning to teachers.

a)

Provide teacher and administrator training and work collaboratively with Regional Educational Services Agencies (RESAs), local district and
curriculum directors and instructional leaders to design and create training resources and materials.

b)

Deliver face-to-face standards training to all elementary school teachers in the state who teach core subjects: one for math and one for ELA.

i)

Deliver one face-to-face standards training session to all middle and high school ELA and math teachers for their respective subject areas.

ii) Deliver similar standards training to new teachers
iii) Develop a web-hosted video training system to augment face-to-face training
iv) Deliver in-person assessment training to new and existing teachers by the end of 2014 that teachers need in order to be recertified
c)

Develop Professional Learning Units (PLUs) targeted at high quality delivery of standards and meaningful use of assessment data and utilize
Georgia Public Broadcasting, Georgia Virtual School and other resources to promote access and delivery of standards and assessment
professional development
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4)

Create formative and benchmark assessment test items and toolkit to help educators in informing and improving classroom
instruction with more actionable, real-time feedback on student performance. Items will be placed within the state’s Online
Assessment System (OAS).

a)

Form committees of Georgia educators to guide and review contractor work

b)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Thirty-two new benchmark assessment tests will be developed in the following subject and grade areas:
Grades 3-8, Math, Science, ELA, Reading (24 total)
English, American History (2 total)
Biology, Physics, Physical Science (3 total)
Math I, II and III (3 total)

5) Increase the global competitiveness and college and career readiness of Georgia students.
a)

Work with multi-state Assessment Consortium to develop formative and benchmark assessments aligned to the Common Core State
Standards.

b)

Provide one free PSAT for all tenth graders to give students a practice opportunity for the SAT, allowing them to demonstrate their abilities in
critical reading, math problem-solving and composition. These scores will then be used to identify students’ strengths and weaknesses, as well
as readiness for rigorous college-level work, including Advanced Placement (AP) and International Baccalaureate (IB) courses.

c)

Encourage proficiency-based learning for Georgia students to move on when ready

i)

Encourage the use of the Move on When Ready Act, which enables 11th and 12th grade students who have demonstrated readiness for college
level work to leave their assigned high schools to attend a postsecondary institution full-time to complete high school graduation requirements
while earning college credit.

ii) Develop a model policy for proficiency-based pathways for students to advance upon mastery of coursework instead of seat time
d)

Reform high school accountability, replacing Georgia High School Graduation Tests with more rigorous End of Course Tests (EOCTs) and
creating a college and career ready performance index that more comprehensively measures high school success

e)

Collaborate with Georgia Public Broadcasting (GPB) to raise awareness for standards and resources in support of standards.

f)

Collaborate with Georgia Virtual School (GAVS) to deliver PLUs on standards and use of data to teachers.
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g)

Focus on Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)

i)

Require that all elementary and middle schools make science their second AYP indicator to put an instructional focus on teaching and learning
in foundational science. This policy change will be accompanied by appropriate professional development supports provided by the SEA to
the LEA.

ii) Partner with the Center for Education Integrating Science, Mathematics and Computing at the Georgia Institute for Technology to provide
professional development for existing math and science teachers; to develop an instructional technology toolkit for administrators and teachers
to support the effective use of technology within the science and math CCGPS frameworks; and to expand the current digital library of STEM
resources and videos demonstrating best practices integrating classroom technology. Expand the Georgia Intern-Fellowships for Teachers
(GIFT) Program which places STEM teachers in challenging summer internships in industry and university research labs.
iii) Scale the existing Math + Science = Success public awareness campaign to influence student selection of challenging courses by positively
altering perceptions about science and mathematics, reinforce parental and guardian involvement to increase student interest in science
and mathematics and encourage public support for science and mathematics teaching methodologies.
iv) Develop new courses for mathematics and science endorsement for early childhood education teachers.
v)

Utilize the Georgia Virtual School to provide rigorous STEM courses, including Advanced Placement (AP), to students who are unable to
access such courses in their home schools.

vi) Publicize and promote Adjunct Teacher Alternative Routes to Certification which allow highly trained subject matter experts in the
community to teach science and/or math courses part-time.
vii) Develop a new Math4-Operations Research (mathematics for real life) course featuring real STEM examples.
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DATA SYSTEMS TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION
Section (C)(2) – Accessing and Using State Data
Section (C)(3) – Using Data to Improve Instruction
The LEA agrees to implement the GaRT3 Data Systems to Improve Instruction Plan. Specifically, the LEA will:
1) Access and Use State Data (Section C(2) in GaRT3 Plan)
a. Provide input throughout the process of developing user-friendly interfaces (front-end systems) that will allow LEAs (district and
school administrators, teachers, parents and students) to access relevant district, school, teacher and student data (different
reports/levels of access for each audience)

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

2) Increase acquisition, adoption, and use of local instructional improvement systems (Section C(3)(i) in GaRT3 Plan) – See Appendix A,
incorporated herein by this reference, for definition of instructional improvement systems.
a. Ensure that any instructional improvement system in place is being fully utilized by teachers and administrators
b. Consider using funds distributed by the SEA through the Race to the Top grant to purchase an instructional improvement system if the
LEA does not already have one.
GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget
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Fund Source

Fiscal Year

3) Provide effective professional development to teachers, principals and administrators on how to use these systems and the resulting
data systems (Section C(3)(ii) in GaRT3 Plan).
a. Provide effective professional development to teachers and principals on the use of state-level data and local data (e.g., summative
assessment data, formative and benchmark assessment data)
b. Provide effective professional development to teachers and principals on the use of any instructional improvement system in place in
the LEA (including any reporting tools or dashboards)
GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

4) Make the data from instructional improvement systems, together with statewide longitudinal data system data, available and
accessible to researchers (Section C(3)(iii) in GaRT3 Plan).
a. Provide data requested by the SEA to support the SEA’s efforts to make data available to researchers for the purpose of evaluating the
effectiveness of instructional materials, strategies and approaches for educating different types of students and to help drive
educational decisions and policies.
b. Continue to collect and provide data to the SEA (as defined/agreed to by current data collections)
c. Provide new data to the SEA (as defined/agreed to through collaborative discussions between the State and participating LEAs)
GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget
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Fund Source

Fiscal Year

OTHER LEA ACTIVITIES SUPPORTING DATA SYSTEMS TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION
Section (C)(2) – Accessing and Using State Data
Section (C)(3) – Using Data to Improve Instruction

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)
C2, C3, D2, D3,
D5

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)
Funds will be used to enhance current data
systems and/or procure new data systems in
order to build an “Integrated Enterprise
System” that will provide access to relevant
district, school, teacher and student data.
Additionally the “Integrated Enterprise
System” will provide data required as part of
the evaluation system for teachers and
leaders.

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation
Implementation of
timeline will depend on
the State’s plan.

Budget
$1,771,019 per
year for FY
2011 to FY
2014

Fund Source
RT3

Fiscal Year
FY 2011 to FY
2014

The State will:
ACTION
1)

Complete the core functionality of the P-20 Data System to be able to track student transition and inform and train LEAs and schools
on any changes to data collection process with consideration for FERPA and other privacy concerns.

2)

Collect information from participating LEAs on data from and use of their instructional improvement systems to capture lessons
learned/best demonstrated practices and share with other LEAs across the state.

3)

Develop Instructional Improvement Reports (IIR) for districts, schools and teachers.
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a)

Determine needs of teachers, principals and superintendents through focus groups, interviews, and other means to develop reporting and
dashboard requirements for IIR.

b)

Revise data collection process to ensure appropriate data elements are captured and can be reported on near real-time basis.

4)

Support participating LEAs and schools in using instructional improvement systems by providing effective professional development
to teachers, principals and administrators on how to use these systems and resulting data to support continuous instructional
improvement.

a)

c)

Develop detailed plan with participating LEAs on targeted professional development to be made available to teachers on the use of data as
part of district-based professional development.
Change state certification requirements to include a Data Proficiency Assessment to ensure teachers are proficient in data use before they
enter the classroom
Develop formative assessment toolkit and make available to all teachers online through the OAS.

d)

Develop PLUs focused on data to modify instruction and change recertification requirements to require this PLU.

e)

Evaluate and modify support to teachers and principals through ongoing annual surveys.

5)
a)

Develop the capability to track teacher and program performance and link that performance to students to assess educator
effectiveness, with a focus on student growth.
Collect and disseminate assessment data

b)

Capture and store performance metrics

c)

Capture value-added component

b)
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GREAT TEACHERS AND LEADERS
Section D(2) – Improving Teacher and Principal Effectiveness based on Performance
Section D(3) – Ensuring Equitable Distribution of Effective Teachers and Principals
Section D(5) – Providing Effective Support to Teachers and Principals

The LEA agrees to implement the GaRT3 Great Teachers and Leaders Plan. Specifically, the LEA will:
1) Work collaboratively with the State to finalize the components of the common evaluation system and implement the evaluation
system in their schools when it is finalized.
GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

2) Provide information for the statewide common evaluation system by:
a. Collecting summative evaluation data on their teachers corresponding to the common, mutually agreed upon teacher evaluation tool
b. Collecting summative evaluation data on their principals corresponding to the common, mutually agreed upon principal evaluation
tool
c. Submitting evaluation data for each teacher and principal in their system to the State
d. Agreeing to store teacher evaluation data in the Statewide Longitudinal Data System, and to use the data as a component in calculating
the Teacher Effectiveness Measure
e. Agreeing to store principal evaluation data in the Statewide Longitudinal Data System, and to use the data as a component in
calculating the Leader Effectiveness Measure
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GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

3) Support the statewide evaluation system by:
a. Working with the State to establish clear approaches to measuring student growth and measure it for each individual student (Section
D(2)(i) of GaRT3 Plan)
i. Sharing teacher and student academic data with a state-selected value-added model vendor who will run this data through a
value-added growth model and calculate value-added scores for each teacher in “core” (tested) content areas
ii. Working with a state-selected vendor to finalize any teacher-student linkages that may be necessary to develop reliable valueadded data
b. Designing and implementing rigorous, transparent, and fair evaluation systems for teachers and principals that differentiate
effectiveness using multiple rating categories that take into account data on student growth (as defined in the GaRT3 Plan) as a
significant factor, and are designed and developed with teacher and principal involvement (Section D(2)(ii) of the GaRT3 Plan)
i. Adopting state's common evaluation system in which the quantitative value-added component will constitute at least 50% of
the overall TEM for teachers in “core” areas (tested subjects) and at least 50% of the overall LEM for all school leaders
ii. Working collaboratively with the State to develop other quantitative measures of student engagement and achievement, and
pilot these measures as potential predictors of teachers’ performance, e.g.:
1. Student surveys
2. Parent surveys
3. Peer surveys
iii. Working collaboratively with the State to finalize other quantitative measures that will be included in the calculation of a
Leader Effectiveness Measure (LEM), including at a minimum:
1. Student attendance (elementary, middle, high , and K12 schools)
2. Student graduation rates (high schools)
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GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

4) Communicate the state’s clear expectations for teachers and principals.
a. Conduct annual evaluations of teachers and principals that include timely and constructive feedback; as part of such evaluations,
provide teachers and principals with data on student growth for their students, classes, and schools (Section D(2)(iii) of the GaRT3
Plan)
i. Conduct face-to-face annual evaluations of teachers and principals
ii. Share all data with teachers relevant to their summative annual evaluations (rubrics-based evaluation; value-added student
academic growth data in those core content area where value-added data will be available; and any other quantitative measures
that are being piloted)
iii. Share all data with principals relevant to the summative annual evaluation (rubrics-based evaluation; value-added student
academic growth data across core content areas; and other quantitative measures such student attendance and student
graduation rate)
iv. Work collaboratively with the State and other participating LEAs to develop a simple survey tool to be administered to all
teachers and principals to assess how well the evaluation process is meeting core objectives (e.g., setting clear expectations;
providing timely and constructive feedback; etc.)
v. Conduct this survey regularly (e.g., annually) and share results with the State
vi. Use survey results to modify the evaluation process within LEA, as needed
b. Provide effective, data-informed professional development, coaching and induction to teachers and principals that are, where
appropriate, ongoing and job-embedded (Section D(5)(i) of the GaRT3 Plan)
i. Develop clear professional development priorities at the LEA level to provide overall framework within which targeted
professional development (PD) programs for teachers and principals can be delivered
ii. Align professional development (PD) programs at the LEA to include PD for teachers and principals on: GPS Standards (until
CCGPS are released); on CCGPS (once released); effective delivery of new standards in the classroom; and use of formative,
benchmark and summative assessments data to modify instruction and to boost student learning
iii. Ensure that induction programs offered by the LEA to teachers are in agreement with new state teacher induction guidelines
(See Appendix B herein incorporated by this reference).
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c.

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Measure, evaluate, and continuously improve the effectiveness of those supports in order to improve student achievement (Section
D(5)(ii) of the GaRT3 Plan)
i. Regularly evaluate professional development supports based on student results
ii. Discontinue supports that do not appear to improve student achievement
iii. Use evaluation data to recommend targeted professional development for teachers and monitor PD attended by educators.

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

5) Use annual evaluations, at a minimum, to inform talent management decisions regarding:
a. Developing teachers and principals, including by providing relevant coaching, induction support, and/or professional development
(Section D(2)(iv) of the GaRT3 Plan). LEA will:
i. Develop clear professional development priorities at the LEA level to provide overall framework within which targeted
professional development (PD) programs for teachers and principals can be delivered
ii. LEA central office staff to work with principals to ensure that they have strong understanding of portfolio of PD options at the
district level, and to ensure that they have the information on how to translate evaluation data into targeted PD
recommendations for teachers
iii. LEA central office to work with teachers to ensure that they understand portfolio of PD options at the district level, and know
what kind of PD they may need as they conduct self-reflection / self-evaluation
b. Compensating, promoting, and retaining teachers and principals, including by providing opportunities for highly effective teachers and
principals (both as defined in this notice) to obtain additional compensation and be given additional responsibilities (Section D(2)(iv)
of the GaRT3 Plan). The LEA will implement the State’s plan to:
i. Tie step increases for teachers to teachers’ performance on the qualitative rubrics-based evaluation tool, which will have
multiple rating categories (beyond a simple satisfactory / unsatisfactory rating). A threshold overall rating score will be
established collaboratively by participating LEAs and State to qualify a teacher for a step increase
ii. Tie annual salary increases for principals to each principal’s LEM. A threshold LEM will be established by participating
LEAs and State to qualify a principal for an annual salary increase
iii. Award individual performance bonuses to teachers on the basis of TEM, and to school leaders on the basis of LEA
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c.

d.
e.

f.

iv. Make additional individual bonuses available to core teachers in high-need schools if they reduce the student achievement gap
(defined as the difference between performance of teacher’s student group and State-developed benchmark / highest
performing subgroup)
v. Work with the State to develop career ladder opportunities for teachers (e.g., at the master teacher and teacher leader level) that
allow teachers to take on additional responsibilities for additional pay, while remaining in the classroom:
1. An example of a teacher leader’s responsibilities might be “peer review” or participation in the teacher evaluation
process as an evaluator. LEAs may choose to appoint peer reviewers to participate in their evaluation processes, but
are not obligated to do so.
vi. Under the new system, effective teachers as determined by threshold TEM values will have equal or greater earning potential
as under the current salary schedule
vii. The new teacher compensation model will be an opt-in system. Current teachers who choose not to opt in will be
grandfathered into their current salary structure
Whether to renew contracts to teachers and principals using rigorous standards and streamlined, transparent, and fair procedures
(Section D(2)(iv) of the GaRT3 Plan);
i. The LEA will base decisions to award employment contracts to teachers and principals on the effectiveness measures
described in (3) above
Removing ineffective teachers and principals after they have had ample opportunities to improve, and ensuring that such decisions are
made using rigorous standards and streamlined, transparent, and fair procedures (Section D(2)(iv) of the GaRT3 Plan)
Ensuring the equitable distribution of teachers and principals by developing a plan, informed by reviews of prior actions and data, to
ensure that students in high-poverty and/or high-minority schools have equitable access to highly effective teachers and principals and
are not served by ineffective teachers and principals at higher rates than other students (Section D(3)(i) of the GaRT3 Plan)
i. The LEA will develop a plan to use teacher and principal effectiveness data (TEM and LEM for teachers and principals,
respectively) to make strategic placement and transfer decisions within the LEA, to ensure students in high-poverty and/or
high-minority schools have equitable access to highly effective teachers and principals
ii. The LEA may also utilize effectiveness measures that will become available on teacher and leader preparation programs (see
(6) below) to guide and refine its recruiting and hiring practices, to target candidates from the most effective programs to its
high-poverty and/or high-minority schools
iii. The LEA may consider compensation incentives to attract effective teachers to teach in high-poverty and/or high-minority
schools (additional funds may be available from the State on a competitive application basis)
Increasing the number and percentage of effective teachers teaching hard-to-staff subjects and specialty areas including mathematics,
science, and special education; teaching in language instruction educational programs (as defined under Title III of the ESEA); and
teaching in other areas as identified by the State or LEA. (Section D(3)(ii) of the GaRT3 Plan)
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i. The LEA will implement recruitment strategies to increase the pool of teachers available in the district in these subject areas ii)
The LEA may consider compensation incentives to attract effective teachers to teach in hard-to-staff subjects, especially in
high-poverty and/or high-minority schools (additional funds may be available from the State on a competitive application
basis)

5b

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)
Compensating, promoting, and retaining
teachers and principals, including providing
opportunities for highly effective teachers
and principals (both defined in this notice) to
obtain additional compensation and be given
additional responsibilities

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation
Implement merit pay in
the 2013-2014 school
year.

Budget
$6,238,366

Fund Source
RT3

Fiscal Year
FY 2014

6) Support the state’s capacity to use TEM (LEM) to guide broader policy decisions.
a. Share teacher and principal evaluation data (including linkages between teachers and students) with the State to allow for calculation
of TEM and LEM. The TEM and LEM will in turn be a critical component of the Teacher Preparation Program Effectiveness
Measure (TPPEM) and a Leader Preparation Program Effectiveness Measure (LPPEM), respectively
b. LEA may, but is not obligated to, use preparation program effectiveness measures when making recruiting and hiring decisions
GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

7) LEAs that fall within metro Atlanta or one of the regional clusters established by the state commit to working with Teach for
America (TFA) and The New Teacher Project (TNTP), two organizations committed to improving the pipeline of high quality
teachers with an emphasis on saturating the lowest achieving schools.
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7

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)
GCPS will engage Teach For America –
Atlanta to increase the number of highly
effective teachers within the district’s highest
need feeder patterns.

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation
GCPS will form a
partnership with TFA to
recruit, select, train,
place and provide
ongoing support to a
minimum of 75 corps
members for the
duration of the RT3
grant period (2014).

Budget
$300,000 for
each 2-year
period of the
grant

Fund Source
RT3

Corps members will be
hired and placed in their
school assignment no
later than the first day of
school, beginning with
the 2011-12 school year.
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Fiscal Year
FY 2011 to FY
2014

OTHER LEA ACTIVITIES SUPPORTING GREAT TEACHERS AND LEADERS
Section D(2) – Improving Teacher and Principal Effectiveness based on Performance
Section D(3) – Ensuring Equitable Distribution of Effective Teachers and Principals
Section D(5) – Providing Effective Support to Teachers and Principals
GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget
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Fund Source

Fiscal Year

The State will:
ACTION
1) Work collaboratively with participating LEAs to finalize the components of a common statewide evaluation system that will allow the
State to ensure consistency and comparability across districts by developing a single Teacher Effectiveness Measure (TEM) for each
teacher and a single Leader Effectiveness Measure (LEM) for each school leader.
a) Establish and validate the key elements of a rubrics-based evaluation tool needed for determining teacher and leader effectiveness.
b) Establish a clear approach for measuring student growth by developing a value-added growth model.
c) Develop other quantitative measures of student learning that are rigorous and comparable across classrooms.
2) Set clear expectations for teachers and principals in terms of performance and provide effective supports to help them meet
performance requirements.
a) Train three to five evaluators per school from participating LEAs to conduct evaluations and provide timely and actionable feedback.
b) Train one to two central office representatives per participating LEA so that central office staff can provide ongoing training to LEA evaluators.
c) Design annual survey for teachers to gain feedback on whether the new evaluation system is being implemented with fidelity.
d) Facilitate dissemination of best practices so that LEAs can learn from one another on how best to support teachers and principals to drive
student achievement.
e) Work with LEAs to provide targeted professional development to teachers based on annual evaluations.
3) Change certification requirements so that teachers receive an induction certificate during their first three years in the classroom and
must demonstrate a baseline TEM in order to receive a clear, renewable certificate.
a) Ensure that beginning teachers receive the support they need to maximize effectiveness.
4) Use TEM (LEM) to inform talent management decisions such as promotion, recertification, professional development supports,
interventions, and differentiated compensation.
5) Use TEM (LEM) to guide broader policy decisions: e.g., Georgia will publicly report and link student achievement data (as captured
by TEM and LEM) to the programs where teachers and school leaders were credentialed.
6) Ensure the integrity of the State’s student achievement data through annual audits of assessment answer documents.
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7) Conduct ongoing research of evaluation tools and effectiveness measures and improve as necessary to ensure correlation between
rubrics-based evaluation and student outcomes.
8) Establish an Innovation Fund which will support competitive grants for Grow Your Own Teacher programs to address the particular
staffing challenges of rural LEAs by enabling them to partner with local institutes of higher education to design their own
individualized program models to meet their specific needs.
9) Support the development of effective school leaders.
a) Provide targeted development through Summer Leadership Academies and by providing coaches and mentors to principals of low-achieving
schools.
b) Revise certification rules to allow for an alternative certification pathway for school principals, open to non-educators.
10) State will develop a competitive grant fund for awarding signing bonuses for LEAs and schools to recruit highly effective teachers to
move to high-needs schools in rural parts of Georgia.
11) Facilitate partnerships between participating LEAs and Teach for America (TFA) and The New Teacher Project (TNTP), two
organizations committed to improving the pipeline of high quality teachers. Work with participating LEAs to formalize which LEAs
will act as primary “sponsors” for TFA and TNTP.
12) Formalizes partnerships with Education Management Organizations (EMOs) that will focus on managing schools identified as best
matches for the restart model.
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LOWEST-ACHIEVING SCHOOLS
Section E(2) – Turning Around Lowest-Achieving Schools
As Gwinnett County System does not have any schools identified as a lowest achieving school, they are not required to participate in school
turnaround work (Section E2).
Although GCPS has no schools identified as “lowest-achieving schools” as defined by the State, GCPS will utilize incremental resources
made available through the RT3 grant to provide additional support to its “lowest-achieving schools” within GCPS.

E

GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)
Funds will be used to provide a pool of up to
10 additional teachers ‘points’ annually to be
assigned to schools above their normal
personnel allocation as required.

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation
GCPS will begin the
recruitment process in
January.

Budget
$585,580 per
year

Fund Source
RT3

Fiscal Year
FY2011 to
FY2014

Fund Source

Fiscal Year

RT3 Support
Supports all RT3 Reform Areas
GA RT3
Initiative
(Section)

Required RT3 Activity
(Participating LEAs will …”)

Plan/Timeline for
Implementation

Budget
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LEA APPROACH NARRATIVE
Vision: How will your LEA be different in 2014? What will be different for students? For teachers and administrators?
Gwinnett County Public Schools Strategic Priorities for 2010-2020 outline the qualities and characteristics our employees and other stakeholders
believe are desirable for 10 major components of the school district. Each component is either a direct responsibility of the district or can be
influenced by the attitudes and actions of those within the organization (a copy of this document is included). The RT3 partnership with the state is
a perfect fit for Gwinnett County Public Schools. The district’s initiatives and priorities, while identified before the advent of RT3, are not
dependent upon RT3 funding. With the RT3 grant, however, GCPS will be able to move more quickly in implementing its planned improvements.
In addition, this partnership allows Georgia’s largest school district to be at the table as state and federal policy is made that will affect students,
teachers, and the school system as a whole.
Capacity to implement and sustain plans: What capacity (especially in terms of skills and capabilities) does the plan require at the LEA
and school level? How will you build that capacity? How will you sustain your plans after 2014?
As the largest school district in Georgia, Gwinnett County Public Schools has clearly demonstrated a capacity to develop rigorous and sustainable
plans to improve at the school and district level. Consistency and continuity in stable leadership from the CEO/Superintendent and the Gwinnett
Board of Education is a significant factor in predicting the likelihood that implementation plans for Race to the Top will result in system
improvement. The district’s experience with key performance indicators, operational management plans, and local school plans for improvement
provides the necessary foundation for continuous improvement. This long track record of success and stability increases the likelihood of system
improvement through the year 2014 and beyond. To sustain improvement, the district will review plans and progress year after year, and envision
what the school district must be in the future to educate and prepare students for the demands of the 21st century.
Success factors and possible risks: What systems, people and processes will you deploy to ensure your plan’s success? How will you
influence the performance of key personnel and hold them accountable? How will you engage stakeholders? What are possible risks and
how will you mitigate them?
Beginning with the School Board and superintendent governance team, leaders at all levels in Gwinnett County Public Schools will be passionate
about the district’s vision, mission, and goals. They will embrace the Board’s core beliefs and commitments and act accordingly in making
decisions that affect students. Leaders will focus on results, particularly as they relate to students, and will value accountability. They will lead by
example, energize others, and execute plans that turn vision into reality. Those who govern and those who lead will continually improve their own
performance and increase the capacity of those with whom they work. They will promote a performance culture that helps others see how their
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work contributes to teaching and learning. They will encourage flexibility and innovation while setting high standards for their work and exhibit
integrity and ethical behavior at all times. Leaders will ensure organizational coherence so that all aspects of the district support teaching and
learning.
The school district will promote open, honest, reliable, two-way communication that builds trust and confidence within the school community. We
will share accurate, timely, and relevant information with stakeholders through appropriate communication vehicles. We will be committed to
public engagement so that students, parents, staff, and community members will be well informed and able to provide meaningful input regarding
district issues. The school district will overcome communication challenges such as those associated with growth, language differences, and access
to technology. Communication will promote and reinforce the school system’s reputation, conveying a clear and compelling story of our
instructional and operational success. Effective communication will be everyone’s responsibility.
The only major risk to successful program implementation will be a slower than projected recovery with local, state, and national economies. To
mitigate this risk, the school district will continue to manage its financial resources through a transparent management system that meets or exceeds
the highest standards in accounting and financial reporting. Budget decisions will be made with a long-term perspective to help ensure the district
has adequate funds to meet both current and future needs.
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Provide performance measure goals for the following:
Performance Measures
Actual Data:
Baseline*
84.70
2.58

SY 2010-2011
85
2.5

SY 2011-212
90
2.4

SY 2012-2013
95
2.3

Average ACT Score: 22 of 36
Maximum (%)

22.3

22.35

22.4

22.45

22.5

Average SAT Score: 1550 of 2400
Maximum (%)

1532

1536

1540

1545

1550

Students Scoring 3 or Higher on AP
Exams (%)

57.5

58.5

60

61.5

63

Students Completing Postsecondary
Accelerated Options and/or AP and IB
Courses that Offer the Potential of High
School and College Credit (%)

27

28

29

30.5

32

Graduated Students Earning High School
Credit for Two or More Years of One
World Language (%)

75

76

77

78.5

80

Graduation Rate (%)
Dropout Rate (%)

SY 2013-2014
100
2.25

CTAE Pathway Completers Earning a
CTAE Industry-Recognized Credential
(%)

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

Students Completing Three or More
Designated CTAE Pathway Courses (%)

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA
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Students Scoring at Meets or Exceeds on EOCTs (%)
Ninth Grade Literature & Composition % Meets and Exceeds
All Students
85
85.75
86.5
White
94
94.25
94.5
Black
82
83
84
Hispanic
73
75.25
77.5
Students with Disabilities
47
48.5
50
Students without Disabilities
90
91
92
Limited English Proficient
50
51.75
53.5
Economically Disadvantaged
77
78.25
79.5
Not Economically Disadvantaged
93
93.5
94
American Literature & Composition % Meets and Exceeds
All Students
90
91
92
White
96
96
96
Black
86
87.25
88.5
Hispanic
83
84
85
Students with Disabilities
61
62
63
Students without Disabilities
93
93.5
94
Limited English Proficient
60
61.5
63
Economically Disadvantaged
84
85
86
Not Economically Disadvantaged
95
95
95

87.22
94.74
85
79.75
51.5
93
55.25
80.75
94.5

88
95
86
82
53
94
57
82
95

93
96
89.75
86
64
94.5
64.5
87
95

94
96
91
87
65
95
66
88
95
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Mathematics I % Meets and Exceeds
All Students
White
Black
Hispanic
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Mathematics II % Meets and Exceeds
All Students
White
Black
Hispanic
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Biology % Meets and Exceeds
All Students
White
Black
Hispanic
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged

76
90
65
62
36
80
48
64
87

77
91
66
63.25
37
81
49.25
64.5
88

78
92
67
64.5
38
82
50.5
65
89

79
93
68
65.75
39
83
51.75
65.5
90

80
94
69
67
40
84
53
66
91

73
84
58
57
36
75
49
57
82

74
85
59
58.5
37
76
50.25
58
83

75
86
60
60
38
77
51.5
59
84

76
87
61
61.5
39
78
52.75
60
85

77
88
62
63
40
79
54
61
86

77
89
69
62
42
80
42
65
88

78
90
70
63
43
81
43.5
66
89

79
91
71
64
44
82
45
67
90

80
92
72
65
45
83
46.5
68
91

81
93
73
66
46
84
48
69
92
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Students Scoring at Meets or Exceeds on CRCTs (%):
CRCT 3rd grade - Reading
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant

95
94
97
98
94
93
98
97
96
79
98
94
93
98
--

95
94.25
97
98
94.25
93.5
98
97
96
80.75
98
94.25
93.5
98
--

95
94.5
97
98
94.5
94
98
97
96
82.5
98
94.5
94
98
--

95
94.75
97
98
94.75
94.5
98
97
96
84.25
98
94.75
94.5
98
--
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95
95
97
98
95
95
98
97
96
86
98
95
95
98
--

CRCT 5th grade - Reading
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
CRCT 8th grade - Reading
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant

95
93
97
97
94
92
98
93
96
72
98
90
92
98
--

95
93.5
97
97
94.3
92.8
98
93.5
96
74.0
98
91.0
92.8
98
--

95
94.0
97
97
94.5
93.5
98
94.0
96
76.0
98
92.0
93.5
98
--

95
94.5
97
97
94.8
94.3
98
94.5
96
78.0
98
93.0
94.3
98
--

95
95
97
97
95
95
98
95
96
80
98
94
95
98
--

96
95
98
98
96
93
97
98
97
81
98
83
94
99
--

96
95
98
98
96
93.5
97
98
97
82.0
98
84
94.3
99
--

96
95
98
98
96
94.0
97
98
97
83.0
98
85
94.5
99
--

96
95
98
98
96
94.5
97
98
97
84.0
98
86
94.8
99
--

96
95
98
98
96
95
97
98
97
85
98
87
95
99
--
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CRCT 3rd grade - Language Arts
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
CRCT 5th grade - Language Arts
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant

91
88
93
96
88
86
97
94
94
70
94
88
86
97
--

92.0
89.3
93.5
96
89.0
87.3
97
94.3
94.3
71.0
94.3
89.0
87.0
97
--

93.0
90.5
94.0
96
90.0
88.5
97
94.5
94.5
72.0
94.5
90.0
88.0
97
--

94.0
91.8
94.5
96
91.0
89.8
97
94.8
94.8
73.0
94.8
91.0
89.0
97
--

95
93
95
96
92
91
97
95
95
74
95
92
90
97
--

94
92
97
97
93
91
98
93
97
75
97
87
91
98
--

94.3
92.8
97.0
97.0
93.5
92.0
98.0
93.5
97.0
76.0
97.0
88.0
92.0
98.0
--

94.5
93.5
97.0
97.0
94.0
93.0
98.0
94.0
97.0
77.0
97.0
89.0
93.0
98.0
--

94.8
94.3
97.0
97.0
94.5
94.0
98.0
94.5
97.0
78.0
97.0
90.0
94.0
98.0
--

95
95
97
97
95
95
98
95
97
79
97
91
95
98
--
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CRCT 8th grade - Language Arts
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
CRCT 3rd grade -Math
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant

94
92
96
97
93
89
96
98
94
71
97
74
90
97
--

94.3
92.8
96.0
97.0
93.5
90.0
96.0
98.0
94.3
72.0
97.0
75.8
91.0
97.0
--

94.5
93.5
96.0
97.0
94.0
91.0
96.0
98.0
94.5
73.0
97.0
77.5
92.0
97.0
--

94.8
94.3
96.0
97.0
94.5
92.0
96.0
98.0
94.8
74.0
97.0
79.3
93.0
97.0
--

95
95
96
97
95
93
96
98
95
75
97
81
94
97
--

85
83
87
92
79
80
95
81
86
59
88
81
79
93
--

86.0
84.0
88.0
92.8
80.0
81.0
95.0
82.0
87.0
60.0
89.0
82.0
80.0
93.5
--

87.0
85.0
89.0
93.5
81.0
82.0
95.0
83.0
88.0
61.0
90.0
83.0
81.0
94.0
--

88.0
86.0
90.0
94.3
82.0
83.0
95.0
84.0
89.0
62.0
91.0
84.0
82.0
94.5
--

89
87
91
95
83
84
95
85
90
63
92
85
83
95
--
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CRCT 5th grade - Math
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
CRCT 8th grade - Math
All Students
Male
Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American/Alaskan Indian
Multiracial
Students with Disabilities
Students without Disabilities
Limited English Proficient
Economically Disadvantaged
Not Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant

92
90
94
94
89
89
98
88
94
60
97
85
88
96
--

92.8
91.0
94.3
94.3
90.0
90.0
98.0
89.0
94.3
61.8
97.0
86.0
89.0
96.0
--

93.5
92.0
94.5
94.5
91.0
91.0
98.0
90.0
94.5
63.5
97.0
87.0
90.0
96.0
--

94.3
93.0
94.8
94.8
92.0
92.0
98.0
91.0
94.8
65.3
97.0
88.0
91.0
96.0
--

95
94
95
95
93
93
98
92
95
67
97
89
92
96
--

88
86
91
94
85
80
97
89
90
52
93
68
82
95

89.0
87.0
92.0
94.3
86.0
81.0
97.0
90.0
91.0
53.0
93.5
69.0
83.0
95.0

90.0
88.0
93.0
94.5
87.0
82.0
97.0
91.0
92.0
54.0
94.0
70.0
84.0
95.0

91.0
89.0
94.0
94.8
88.0
83.0
97.0
92.0
93.0
55.0
94.5
71.0
85.0
95.0

92
90
95
95
89
84
97
93
94
56
95
72
86
95

-

--

--

--
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--

11/15/10
J. Alvin Wilbanks, CEO/Superintendent

11/15/10

Dr. Mary Kay Murphy, Chairman

Appendix A
Definitions
(From RT3 Notice, pages 8-10)
Instructional improvement systems means technology-based tools and other strategies that provide teachers, principals, and administrators with
meaningful support and actionable data to systemically manage continuous instructional improvement, including such activities as: instructional
planning; gathering information (e.g., through formative assessments (as defined in this notice), interim assessments (as defined in this notice),
summative assessments, and looking at student work and other student data); analyzing information with the support of rapid-time (as defined in this
notice) reporting; using this information to inform decisions on appropriate next instructional steps; and evaluating the effectiveness of the actions
taken. Such systems promote collaborative problem-solving and action planning; they may also integrate instructional data with student-level data
such as attendance, discipline, grades, credit accumulation, and student survey results to provide early warning indicators of a student’s risk of
educational failure.
Formative assessment means assessment questions, tools, and processes that are embedded in instruction and are used by teachers and students to
provide timely feedback for purposes of adjusting instruction to improve learning.
Interim assessment means an assessment that is given at regular and specified intervals throughout the school year, is designed to evaluate students’
knowledge and skills relative to a specific set of academic standards, and produces results that can be aggregated (e.g., by course, grade level, school,
or LEA) in order to inform teachers and administrators at the student, classroom, school, and LEA levels.
Rapid-time, in reference to reporting and availability of locally-collected school- and LEA-level data, means that data are available quickly enough
to inform current lessons, instruction, and related supports.
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Appendix B
Teacher Induction Program Preliminary Guidelines
Operational Definition: Teacher induction programs are programs that provide comprehensive, aligned, and sustained training and support for new
and veteran educators that support the growth and professional development of educators new to the profession or organization so that their work
results in increased student achievement.
Four Pillars of Induction Programs: Teachers new to the profession or organization experience three concurrent learning curves that could impact
their ability to drive student achievement. These learning curves are associated with learning the culture, pedagogy, strategic initiatives and
operations of the profession/organization.
I. Culture:
- Learning the organizations norms, beliefs, values
- Learning the vision and mission of the organization
- Learning the cultural underpinnings of the community stakeholders (parents, community organizations, etc)
II. Pedagogy:
- Learning and executing on the most foundational elements/teachers actions required to ensure student achievement (these should be taken
from the TES rubric) – e.g. Long-term planning, assessments, vision for student achievement/ student achievement goals/targets, etc.
III. Content/Strategic Initiatives:
- Aligning new hires to the strategic priorities of the state/district/school (i.e. literacy programs, reform models, etc).
- curriculum, assessment, standards, pacing guides, etc.
IV. Operations:
- How things work in an organization (hiring paperwork, technology, resource allocation/requests, educational programs, teacher evaluation,
leadership and career mapping, etc).
Division of Responsibility: The State will provide a framework for teacher induction that outlines standards around the four pillars of teacher
induction – culture, pedagogy, strategic initiatives and operations. The LEA will be responsible for constructing/executing a teacher induction
program that is aligned to the State’s framework and standards for effective teacher induction programs. The School will be responsible for
constructing/executing a school specific teacher induction program that is aligned to the State’s framework and standards for effective teacher
induction programs.
Additional Considerations: Effective Induction Programs need to: (a) Differentiate for novice and veteran; (b) accommodate varying levels of
teacher effectiveness; and (c) recognize school environment (high-need, high-poverty, high-minority, etc.).
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Appendix C
Turnaround Models (from RTTT Notice, page 72)
Section X. SCHOOL INTERVENTION MODELS
There are four school intervention models referred to in Selection Criterion (E)(2): turnaround model, restart model, school closure, or transformation
model. Each is described below.
(a) Turnaround Model.
(1) A turnaround model is one in which an LEA must-(i) Replace the principal and grant the principal sufficient operational flexibility (including in staffing, calendars/time, and budgeting)
to implement fully a comprehensive approach in order to substantially improve student achievement outcomes and increase high
school graduation rates;
(ii) Use locally adopted competencies to measure the effectiveness of staff who can work within the turnaround environment to meet the
needs of students,
(A) Screen all existing staff and rehire no more than 50 percent; and
(B) Select new staff;
(iii) Implement such strategies as financial incentives, increased opportunities for promotion and career growth, and more flexible work
conditions that are designed to recruit, place, and retain staff with the skills necessary to meet the needs of the students in the
turnaround school;
(iv) Provide staff with ongoing, high-quality, job-embedded professional development that is aligned with the school’s comprehensive
instructional program and designed with school staff to ensure that they are equipped to facilitate effective teaching and learning and
have the capacity to successfully implement school reform strategies;
(v) Adopt a new governance structure, which may include, but is not limited to, requiring the school to report to a new “turnaround
office” in the LEA or SEA, hire a “turnaround leader” who reports directly to the Superintendent or Chief Academic Officer, or
enter into a multi-year contract with the LEA or SEA to obtain added flexibility in exchange for greater accountability;
(vi) Use data to identify and implement an instructional program that is research-based and “vertically aligned” from one grade to the
next as well as aligned with State academic standards;
(vii) Promote the continuous use of student data (such as from formative, interim, and summative assessments) to inform and
differentiate instruction in order to meet the academic needs of individual students;
(viii) Establish schedules and implement strategies that provide increased learning time (as defined in this notice); and
(ix) Provide appropriate social-emotional and community-oriented services and supports for students.
(2) A turnaround model may also implement other strategies such as—
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(i)
(ii)

Any of the required and permissible activities under the transformation model; or
A new school model (e.g., themed, dual language academy).

(b) Restart Model. A restart model is one in which an LEA converts a school or closes and reopens a school under a charter school operator, a
charter management organization (CMO), or an education management organization (EMO) that has been selected through a rigorous review
process. (A CMO is a non-profit organization that operates or manages charter schools by centralizing or sharing certain functions and
resources among schools. An EMO is a for-profit or non-profit organization that provides “whole-school operation” services to an LEA.) A
restart model must enroll, within the grades it serves, any former student who wishes to attend the school.
(c) School Closure. School closure occurs when an LEA closes a school and enrolls the students who attended that school in other schools in
the LEA that are higher achieving. These other schools should be within reasonable proximity to the closed school and may include, but
are not limited to, charter schools or new schools for which achievement data are not yet available.
(d) Transformation Model. A transformation model is one in which an LEA implements each of the following strategies:
(1) Developing and increasing teacher and school leader effectiveness.
(i) Required activities. The LEA must-(A) Replace the principal who led the school prior to commencement of the transformation model;
(B) Use rigorous, transparent, and equitable evaluation systems for teachers and principals that-(1) Take into account data on student growth (as defined in this notice) as a significant factor as well as other factors such
as multiple observation-based assessments of performance and ongoing collections of professional practice reflective of
student achievement and increased high-school graduations rates; and
(2) Are designed and developed with teacher and principal involvement;
(C) Identify and reward school leaders, teachers, and other staff who, in implementing this model, have increased student
achievement and high-school graduation rates and identify and remove those who, after ample opportunities have been
provided for them to improve their professional practice, have not done so;
(D) Provide staff with ongoing, high-quality, job-embedded professional development (e.g., regarding subject-specific pedagogy,
instruction that reflects a deeper understanding of the community served by the school, or differentiated instruction) that is
aligned with the school’s comprehensive instructional program and designed with school staff to ensure they are equipped to
facilitate effective teaching and learning and have the capacity to successfully implement school reform strategies; and
(E) Implement such strategies as financial incentives, increased opportunities for promotion and career growth, and more flexible
work conditions that are designed to recruit, place, and retain staff with the skills necessary to meet the needs of the students in a
transformation school.
(ii) Permissible activities. An LEA may also implement other strategies to develop teachers’ and school leaders’ effectiveness, such as-53
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(A) Providing additional compensation to attract and retain staff with the skills necessary to meet the needs of the students in a
transformation school;
(B) Instituting a system for measuring changes in instructional practices resulting from professional development; or
(C) Ensuring that the school is not required to accept a teacher without the mutual consent of the teacher and principal, regardless of
the teacher’s seniority.
(2) Comprehensive instructional reform strategies.
(i) Required activities. The LEA must-(A) Use data to identify and implement an instructional program that is research-based and “vertically aligned” from one grade to the
next as well as aligned with State academic standards; and
(B) Promote the continuous use of student data (such as from formative, interim, and summative assessments) to inform and
differentiate instruction in order to meet the academic needs of individual students.
(ii) Permissible activities. An LEA may also implement comprehensive instructional reform strategies, such as-(A) Conducting periodic reviews to ensure that the curriculum is being implemented with fidelity, is having the intended impact on
student achievement, and is modified if ineffective;
(B) Implementing a school wide “response-to-intervention” model;
(C) Providing additional supports and professional development to teachers and principals in order to implement effective strategies to
support students with disabilities in the least restrictive environment and to ensure that limited English proficient students acquire
language skills to master academic content;
(D) Using and integrating technology-based supports and interventions as part of the instructional program; and
(E) In secondary schools-(1) Increasing rigor by offering opportunities for students to enroll in advanced coursework (such as Advanced Placement or
International Baccalaureate; or science, technology, engineering, and mathematics courses, especially those that incorporate
rigorous and relevant project-, inquiry-, or design-based contextual learning opportunities), early-college high schools, dual
enrollment programs, or thematic learning academies that prepare students for college and careers, including by providing
appropriate supports designed to ensure that low-achieving students can take advantage of these programs and coursework;
(2) Improving student transition from middle to high school through summer transition programs or freshman academies;
(3) Increasing graduation rates through, for example, credit-recovery programs, re-engagement strategies, smaller learning
communities, competency-based instruction and performance-based assessments, and acceleration of basic reading and
mathematics skills; or
(4) Establishing early-warning systems to identify students who may be at risk of failing to achieve to high standards or
graduate.
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(3) Increasing learning time and creating community-oriented schools.
(i) Required activities. The LEA must-(A) Establish schedules and implement strategies that provide increased learning time (as defined in this notice); and
(B) Provide ongoing mechanisms for family and community engagement.
(ii) Permissible activities. An LEA may also implement other strategies that extend learning time and create community-oriented schools,
such as-(A) Partnering with parents and parent organizations, faith- and community-based organizations, health clinics, other State or local
agencies, and others to create safe school environments that meet students’ social, emotional, and health needs;
(B) Extending or restructuring the school day so as to add time for such strategies as advisory periods that build relationships between
students, faculty, and other school staff;
(C) Implementing approaches to improve school climate and discipline, such as implementing a system of positive behavioral supports
or taking steps to eliminate bullying and student harassment; or
(D) Expanding the school program to offer full-day kindergarten or pre-kindergarten.
(4) Providing operational flexibility and sustained support.
(i) Required activities. The LEA must-(A) Give the school sufficient operational flexibility (such as staffing, calendars/time, and budgeting) to implement fully a
comprehensive approach to substantially improve student achievement outcomes and increase high school graduation rates; and
(B) Ensure that the school receives ongoing, intensive technical assistance and related support from the LEA, the SEA, or a designated
external lead partner organization (such as a school turnaround organization or an EMO).
(ii) Permissible activities. The LEA may also implement other strategies for providing operational flexibility and intensive support, such as-(A) Allowing the school to be run under a new governance arrangement, such as a turnaround division within the LEA or SEA; or
(B) Implementing a per-pupil school-based budget formula that is weighted based on student needs.
If a school identified as a persistently lowest-achieving school has implemented, in whole or in part within the last two years, an intervention that
meets the requirements of the turnaround, restart, or transformation models, the school may continue or complete the intervention being implemented
provided that the State-level turnaround analysis supports it.
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